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IN MODERN VLSI designs, the substrate consists of

either a lightly or highly doped p+ material. Several digital

designs use highly doped substrates to take advantage of

their very low resistance (typically a few ohms per square).

These designs use low-resistance substrates with an

epitaxial process in which a thin, lightly doped layer

resides atop the highly doped substrate. Lightly doped

substrates have a much higher resistance, and these

have been typically favored for analog designs. Here,

we consider only highly doped, low-resistance sub-

strates, which many Motorola designs use. You can

extend the modeling approach presented here to high-

ly resistive substrates as well, although the simulation

results you obtain will differ significantly.

The substrate impacts the power distribution net-

work in two ways. First, the substrate provides an alter-

nate path for the current to reach devices from the

ground pads, and hence reduces the ground distribu-

tion network’s dc voltage drop. Second, the parasitic

capacitance between the substrate and the n-wells acts

as a decoupling capacitance between the power (VDD)

and ground (VSS) supply networks, and will reduce the

VDD and VSS supplies’ ac voltage swings.

The substrate’s presence therefore

improves both the dc and ac voltage

drops. Consequently, a power distribu-

tion analysis without modeling the sub-

strate can lead to an overdesigned

distribution network and wasted chip

resources.1 

Because the substrate aids the power

distribution network’s integrity, voltage

fluctuations in the power distribution

network also affect the integrity of voltages in the sub-

strate. The current that either the VDD or VSS distribution

networks inject into the substrate causes the substrate’s

voltage to vary in time and location on the die. This volt-

age fluctuation results in a variation of the bulk-to-

source voltage (VBS) of the MOS devices, which in turn

causes these devices’ threshold voltage to change. This

threshold voltage fluctuation has both a temporal and

spatial form. In digital circuit analysis, the small thresh-

old voltage fluctuations are negligible. However, they

can significantly impact analog circuits that rely on

accurately matched devices with identical threshold

voltages. Therefore, in mixed-signal designs, accurate

substrate voltage simulation and spatial and temporal

behavior analysis of these fluctuations is critical.

This article presents a new analysis approach, com-

bining detailed power distribution network and sub-

strate models. On-chip, package, and board-level

models represent the power distribution network. The

substrate model consists of a detailed extracted model

for the design’s analog portions and a simplified model

for the digital portions. Because the size of this com-
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bined power distribution and substrate

model can be very large (more than 100

million RLC components for large

designs), we propose an iterative simu-

lation approach.

Substrate and power grid
models

An earlier article proposed detailed

models for the power distribution net-

work in the chip and package, the switch-

ing currents, the decoupling capacitance,

and techniques for simulating the com-

bined model.2 Here, we adopt these mod-

els and extend them to include the

substrate. We describe the substrate

model in detail, while only briefly review-

ing the power network, current, and

decoupling capacitance models.

Substrate
The substrate model that we use assumes an n-well

process. However, you can easily extend the model to

other processes, such as the p-well or twin-well process-

es. Figure 1 shows a cross section of the substrate. The

substrate consists of a p-epitaxial layer and a low resis-

tive p+ buried layer. We tie the bulk to the VSS network

through p+ bulk contacts. We likewise tie the n-well to

the VDD network through the n+ well ties.

We inject noise into the bulk through three

mechanisms:3

� resistive coupling,

� capacitive coupling, and

� impact ionization.

We inject VSS network power supply noise into the

bulk through resistive coupling from bulk contacts to

the bulk. Power supply noise in the VDD network cou-

ples resistively to the well through well ties, which in

turn couple to the bulk through the well barrier capac-

itance. The source and drain terminals of devices inject

noise through capacitive coupling through the

source/drain diffusion capacitance. Finally, impact ion-

ization causes current flow from the NMOS pinch-off

point to the bulk. Of these mechanisms, the impact ion-

ization is the least significant in magnitude. The noise

injected from power rails is much stronger than the

noise from the source and drain, because power rails

couple resistively to the bulk and well, and the well cou-

ples strongly to the bulk due to the large well capaci-

tance. On the other hand, the source and drain couple

to the bulk only through very small capacitances. In

comparison, for example, a chip’s total diffusion capac-

itance is typically five times smaller than the total well

capacitance, and its admittance at the typical gate

switching speeds is 100 times smaller than the conduc-

tance between the bulk contact and the bulk or

between the well contact and the well. Although the

source and drain terminals can have voltage swings as

large as the supply voltage, the amount of noise injected

remains far smaller. In view of this, our substrate noise

model considers only the power supply noise injection.

Figure 1 shows the electrical model for the substrate.

The p+ buried layer acts as a conducting plane and is

modeled as a 2D or 3D mesh of resistors. We employ the

2D model for the digital circuit section of the substrate

using a constant bulk profile. We use a more accurate,

3D model for the substrate’s analog circuit section using

detailed substrate profile information at various depths.

The lateral conduction through the highly resistive epi-

taxial is smaller than that of the p+ bulk by several

orders of magnitude, and hence the effect of epitaxial

is significant only as far as its vertical conduction from

the bulk contacts to the p+ buried layer. Because the

epitaxial layer’s thickness is far smaller than the distance

between two adjacent bulk contacts, the vertical resis-

tances dominate the effective resistance between two

bulk contacts. As such, the epitaxial layer is modeled

by vertical resistances between the bulk contacts and
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Figure 1. Electrical model of the substrate.



the bulk. We ignore the noise injected from source and

drain terminals, as well as the noise due to impact ion-

ization, for the reasons we discussed earlier, and Figure

1 uses dash lines to show the RC components corre-

sponding to them.

In this study, we constructed the bulk’s 2D resistive

mesh in the chip’s digital circuit section using the bulk’s

sheet resistance parameter, and the ties’ vertical resis-

tances using characteristic measurements of the process.

Although we could have used commercial extraction

tools for this task, we’ve found that our simpler model

based on the bulk’s characteristic measurements works

well and is adequate for estimating the noise that the

chip’s digital section injects. For the substrate’s analog

circuit section, however, we constructed a more accu-

rate 3D model using a commercial extraction tool.

Power network and substrate
We model the VDD and VSS networks on the chip as

resistive networks, using an accurate extraction tool. We

then supplement this network with distributed decou-

pling capacitances, which the devices, interconnects,

and explicit decoupling structures contribute. We esti-

mate the devices’ intrinsic decoupling capacitance

(when not switching) using Spice simulation of the

input impedance for representative circuit blocks set at

random quiescent (stationary) states. We model the

switching currents by statistically distributing triangular

gate current pulses, which together produce the speci-

fied total current profile at the chip’s input supply pins.

We also extract an RLC model of the power supply sys-

tem and package from the board and package layouts

using commercial extraction tools.

Figure 2 shows a simplified view of the complete

model (power network and substrate) that we used in

this work for simulation. The resulting network is an

extremely large (106 to 108 nodes) linear network. That

network consists of R, L, and C elements representing the

power grid, package, and substrate modeling the power

supply. It also consists of independent, time-varying, cur-

rent sources modeling the device-switching currents.

Simulation methodology
We present several techniques for efficient time

domain simulation of very large RLC models, such as

the one in Figure 2.2,4 We also introduce new techniques

for addressing simulation requirements of the sub-

strate’s inclusion in the model.

For very large power networks, it is customary to ana-

lyze the VDD and VSS networks individually; this limits the

size of the network to be simulated. However, this

approach causes some difficulty when the simulation

includes a substrate. Because the substrate couples to

both the VDD and the VSS networks (through bulk ties,

well ties, and well capacitance), we must simulate the

substrate and both power networks simultaneously. This

is possible when the model is small, as is the case for

analog power network and substrate models for analog

circuits. But, given the limited memory and computing

resources, this approach is infeasible for simulating the

digital section. We therefore propose an iterative

approach in which we simulate the substrate first with

VDD and then with VSS, and we repeat this procedure

until the voltages in the network converge. We base this

approach on waveform relaxation techniques.5 We use

this approach only for simulating the digital power sup-

plies and the digital circuit sections of the substrate

noise. We simulate the analog power supplies and the

substrate’s analog circuit section as a whole. We solve

the grid using a direct solver that relies on Cholesky fac-

torization techniques.4 For designs where the grid,

including both the power distribution and the substrate

networks, exceeds a few tens of millions of nodes, we

use a hierarchical technique.6

When the VDD network is simulated with the sub-

strate, the noise from the VSS network (obtained during

the previous simulation) is injected at the bulk tie

nodes. Likewise, the noise voltages obtained from the

VSS network simulation are injected at the well tie loca-

tions during the VDD network simulations (with sub-

strate). At the beginning of the iterative procedure, we

set the other power rail’s noise to 0, and terminate the

iteration when the noise voltages do not change above
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a specified threshold. We observed that

the iteration quickly converges within

one or two iterations in all cases. Figure

3 illustrates these iterative simulations

with a substrate grid, for digital circuits.

When the VDD and VSS networks of the

design’s analog block are simulated, the

digital substrate noise must be propagat-

ed to the digital-analog substrate interface.

We achieve this by defining various obser-

vation ports at this interface. During the

digital VDD and VSS network simulations

with the substrate, we observe the volt-

ages at these ports. We use these voltages

as bounding conditions for the analog

block during the analog block’s VDD and

VSS network simulations (with substrate).

Substrate effect on power
supply noise

We implemented and tested the pro-

posed power distribution and substrate

analysis approach on three processor

designs. Table 1 gives information on the number of

nodes in the power network and the substrate, as well

as the number of ties for each test case. The first two

designs are communication processors, and the third

design is a mixed-signal design. Table 2 compares the

voltage drops in the power network with and without

the substrate’s inclusion. For the dc analysis (columns 2

and 3 of Table 2), we report only the voltage drop in the

VSS network, because the substrate has minimal impact

on dc voltage drop in the VDD network. For ac analysis
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Figure 3. Iterative power (a) and ground (b) simulations with substrate grid.

Table 1. Power grid and tie details for three processors.

No. of nodes No. of No. of 

Average in the VDD and well ties bulk ties 

Design current (mA) VSS grids (millions) (millions) (millions)

Chip 1 1501 8.1 0.3 0.2

Chip 2 300 8.2 0.6 1.3

Chip 3, digital 312 13.9 1.6 0.6

Chip 3, analog NA 2.4 0.2 0.5

Table 2. Power supply noise due to the substrate.

Maximum dc voltage                  Maximum ac voltage

            drop (mV)                   variation (mV)          

Without With Without With 

Design substrate substrate substrate substrate

Chip 1 155 131 220 37

Chip 2 333 91 300 100

Chip 3, digital 102 20 119 23

Chip 3, analog 51 24



(columns 4 and 5 of Table 2), we included a package

RLC model in the simulation. The voltages shown are

the maximum voltage fluctuation in time of a selected

point in the VDD and VSS networks. We selected the point

displaying the worst dc drop for tracking the ac voltage

fluctuation. The results show that the substrate sub-

stantially improves the dc and ac voltage drops (15% to

80% for dc, and up to 83% for ac). In fact, if we per-

formed the analysis without a substrate, some of these

designs would have falsely appeared to fail their power

distribution integrity requirements.

Figures 4 and 5 show the voltage distribution in one

of the test case’s VSS networks at a typical time instance

during ac simulation, without and with the substrate,

respectively. In these pictures, a lighter shade indicates

a higher voltage drop. As expected, Figure 4 shows that

the worst voltage drop occurs toward the design’s cen-

ter. Figure 5 shows that the substrate substantially

reduces this voltage drop and also creates a relatively

uniform voltage drop across the die. This is particularly

important for issues such as clock skew, which relies on

a small spatial variation of the supply voltage. The sig-

nificant power supply voltage improvement allowed the

chip integrators to move approximately 10% of VSS grid

metal lines to the VDD network. The result was a stronger

power grid and an improved voltage in the power dis-

tribution network. Placing more metal lines in the VDD

grid compared to the VDD and VSS grid is now a common

practice.

Substrate coupled noise
The data here pertains to the noise in the substrate

nodes, and we obtained the data from the same simu-

lations as in the previous section for the substrate’s

effect on power supply noise. Figure 6 shows the maxi-

mum temporal voltage variation (that is, the variation

between the maximum and minimum voltage) for all
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Figure 4. Voltage distribution in the ground

network for chip 1 without the substrate.

Figure 5. Voltage distribution in the ground

network for chip 1 with the substrate.

Figure 6. Maximum temporal voltage variation in

the substrate for chip 1.



substrate nodes in chip 1. We collected

the temporal variation data over a simu-

lation time period of five clock cycles.

Table 3 shows the maximum tempo-

ral and spatial voltage variations for all

three test cases. The temporal variation

data corresponds to a selected point’s

voltages, and the spatial variation corre-

sponds to a single time instance. Table 3

shows chip 3’s digital and analog por-

tions individually.

Although the temporal variation for chip 3 is rela-

tively small, the spatial variation is large, possibly caus-

ing considerable quality degradation in the analog

circuit’s behavior.

The substrate’s temporal variation for chips 2 and 3 is

significantly smaller than for chip 1. Also, improvement

in the dc voltage drop due to the substrate’s inclusion

is significantly higher for these designs. Two factors

cause this: the number of ties, and their placement and

distribution.

Chip 1 has significantly less substrate and well ties

(see Table 1) than chips 2 and 3. Therefore, the imped-

ance between the substrate and power supply network

is relatively higher, resulting in more (temporal) sub-

strate noise. However, the spatial voltage shows signifi-

cant variation in chip 3. The substrate ties’ placement

is also significantly different between these designs.

Figures 7 and 8 show the tie placement (shown as tie

density per unit square) for chips 1 and 3. These two

cases showed extreme values of temporal substrate volt-

age variation.

As for the placement and distribution of ties, the tie

concentration for chip 3 is high near the design’s periph-

ery, close to the supply pads. These ties are very effec-

tive in maintaining good temporal substrate voltage

control. In chip 1, the tie placement is more distributed

in the center of the design (away from the power sup-

ply pads). However, we distributed the ties more spa-

tially in chip 1, resulting in smaller spatial substrate

noise than in chip 3. Therefore, the number of substrate

ties and their placement play an important role in the

stability of both the power distribution network and the

substrate.

THE SIMULATION RESULTS we presented here demon-

strate our claim that chip designers must consider the

substrate’s effect, to estimate power supply noise more

realistically and thus to avoid overdesigning the power
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Table 3. Temporal and spatial noise in the substrate.

No. of nodes Maximum Maximum 

in substrate temporal spatial 

Design (millions) variation (mV) variation (mV)

Chip 1 0.7 40.0 14.2

Chip 2 0.3 10.0 18.7

Chip 3, digital 0.3 2.0 30.0

Chip 3, analog 0.06 3.3 8.0
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Figure 7. Tie placement for chip 1.
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distribution network. The proposed methodology also

enables estimation of noise in the substrate, a parame-

ter that is especially crucial in mixed-signal designs.

Future work is needed in the area of proactively utiliz-

ing the substrate to improve power supply noise. This

would involve adding additional substrate and well ties

and determining their optimal placement. �
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